
Exterior Wood
Primer
Water-based primer for highly absorbent wood

Exterior Wood Primer is a water-based primer for priming surfaces such as
façades, windows, fences and carports. The product protects the wood, as
well as enhancing adhesion and durability of a subsequent surface
treatment. Exterior Wood Primer is very well suited for fir, accoya, larch, pine,
oak and pressure-treated wood.

Reduces cracking and deterioration of wood
Extends the lifetime of the wood
Protects the wood against moisture
Ideal for all softwood and vulnerable wood

Application area For new and old wood. Very well suited for fir, accoya, larch, pine, oak and
pressure impregnated wood. Optimum durability is achieved by regular
cleaning and correct treatment, dependign on the construction, the
condition of the wood and wind and weather. Check the treated surfaces
annually. Repair any damage immediately.

Work description Preparation

The treatment with Exterior Wood Primer must be performed in dry weather,
at a temperature between 59-86°F. Avoid direct sunlight and intense heat.
Wood moisture content must not exceed 17%. Clean the surface with WOCA
Exterior Wood Cleaner. The surface must be completely dry and free of dust
and dirt. New wood should be treated as soon as possible. On previously-
treated wooden surfaces, remove old loose paint and oil.

Always Remember

Always remember to test on a less visible spot to check the compatibility of
the surface with the product.

Treatment

Shake the container well. Apply Exterior Wood Primer undiluted, with a brush
or roller. It is important that the product is applied thoroughly and evenly.
Start with the end sections of the wood.

Please note

Exterior Wood Primer is a pre-treatment product, so the surface must then
be treated with WOCA Exterior Wood Oil or paint within 14 days. Make sure
that you have properly sealed the container after use. Check the treated
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surfaces annually. Repair any damage immediately.

Drying time 24 hours at 68°FDrying time:

Technical data Drying oils.Declaration:

1.00-1.10 g/ml.Density:

3 yearsShelf life:

+59-86°F and approx. 50% air humidity.Application Temperature:

110-160 sq.ft./LCoverage:

NaturalColours:

Use warm waterCleaning of tools:

+50-77°F. Keep out of reach of children. Do not expose to heat (e.g.
sunlight). Store frost-free during winter and cool during summer.
Storage:

84.535 FL.OZ.Packaging:

15-20 Sec. DIN Cup 4Viscosity:

The moisture content of the wood must not exceed 17%.Moisture content:

FaintOdour:

10-20%Solid content:

Ready to use. Do not dilute.Mixing ratio:

Maintenance
and related
products

WOCA Denmark A/S
Tværvej 6
DK - 6640 Lunderskov
+45 9958 5600
info@wocadenmark.com
wocadenmark.com

This information is based on extensive laboratory testing and practical experience.
Because the conditions under which the product is used are often beyond the control of
WOCA Denmark, we can only guarantee the quality of the actual product. WOCA
Denmark A/S accepts no liability for incorrect use and handling of the product. In
principle, this product can be considered an intermediate product, as results depend on
construction, the nature of the surface, pretreatment, temperature, air humidity,
application etc. WOCA Denmark A/S reserves the right to change the product and the
stated information without notice. This label/product description replaces all previous
versions.
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